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UN‐GGIM NIA
N
Working Grroup on Tren
nds in Nation
nal Institutio
onal Arrange
ements

Annexx I
Method
dology for Se
electing Case
e Studies Wiithin the UN‐GGIM Natio
onal Instituttional Arranggements
(UN‐GGIM NIA) Working Group
Foreworrd:
The preesent docum
ment intends to provid
de information about the
t
envisageed methodo
ology for
achievin
ng the prep
paration of a publicatio
on detailingg best practtices in geo
ospatial insttitutional
arrangem
ments, and the
t creation
n of an indexx or indexes for evaluatiing and mon
nitoring the status
s
or
evolutio
on of geospattial institutio
onal arrangem
ments.
This methodology has
h been preesented to external
e
ackn
nowledged entities
e
to obtain feedbaack from
them. Th
his should heelp to adopt the best approach and o
obtain the most
m
represeentative results in the
context of UN‐GGIM
M.
The queestions asked
d to the expeerts covered the following:
 The suitabiliity of the pro
oposed meth
hodology for selecting case studies.
 The need to use ancillaryy data such as
a country arrea, indexes on developm
ment and/orr on
information and commu
unication technology (ICTT) and e‐Government.
dology for thee purpose off the workingg group.
 The suitabiliity of the oveerall method
After considering all suggestionss, the commo
only agreed methodologgy will be re‐ssent to
acknowlledged entitiies seeking their endorseement.
Current NIA Situatio
on Analysis:
The porttrait of the different
d
initiiatives in Nattional Institu
utional Arran
ngements currently impleemented
across the world waas defined baased on resu
ults received through a questionnaire
q
e, distributed among
all UN‐G
GGIM Member States, co
omposed of questions ab
bout producttion systemss, funding structures,
dissemin
nation systems, data policy models, structure in
n manageme
ent organizattions and the role of
people as voluntarry producerss in the fieeld of geospatial inform
mation. Thee questionnaaire was
structured around a set of geosspatial them
mes selected according to
o their relevvance to add
dress the
needs off the United Nations susttainable devvelopment aggenda.
The set of selected geospatial
g
information th
hemes is nott closed, but only an initial approach adopted
at this time to movee forward with the NIA WG
W work plaan. It should
d be noted that
t
the defiinition of
the set of fundame
ental geospatial data theemes is not an objectivve of this wo
orking group
p. In this
sense, tthe establish
hment of a working
w
group on deterrmining an initial set off global fund
damental
geospatial data themes has beeen agreed by
b the UN Committee
C
o Experts on
of
o Global Geeospatial
Information Manage
ement at its 5th session and
a NIA WG will coordin
nate with thiss working group, and
keep abreast of the progress of its
i work and follow its co
onclusions on
n this issue.
Conclusiions drawn from
f
the NIA
A WG questiionnaire allo
ows for a bro
oad view of the
t current situation
of natio
onal institutional arrangeements in geospatial
g
in
nformation management
m
t worldwide, and its
regionall differences among coun
ntries.
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Envisaged Methodology:
The final aim of NIA WG is to develop an index based on the results of the questionnaires and
research in the area. However, as a first step, the Bureau has recommended to all TG to extract
indicators in each area able to identify countries with best performance on them, and propose them
as case studies. In a later stage, based on those indicators and other elements (socio‐economic
indexes, specific characteristics of each country, etc.) the final index on best practices on NIA is to be
developed, aiming to find the link between all elements.
1. Selection of Case Studies
Key areas that have influenced and determined the success of NIA were identified within each TG.
After, based on the questionnaires, literature research and the assistance and validation of external
acknowledged entities (to cite some of them: EuroSDR, JRC, Eurostat, Eurogeographics, the Pan‐
American Institute of Geography and History, Universities), a set of indicators were extracted. There
was a limitation in the extraction of these indicators. The answer to them should be obtained
directly from the information provided by the NIA WG questionnaires already sent and answered by
the Member States or from existent literature. So these questionnaires must be considered for this
work.
These indicators are qualitative data (i.e. questions to be answered with yes/no). This has allowed
finding on each theme for those countries which best performs, and the selection of case studies.
The challenge has been to correctly identify those key areas and the indicators that define them,
together with the justification underpinning this selection.
The following tables contain the indicators selected by all three TGs, based in the topics addressed in
the questionnaires:
TG1 indicators
Production systems
Production
methods

Creation/
update of GRI1

Approach for
GRI creation/
update

1

Are the methods applied for
creation/update automatic or
semi‐automatic? (In 50% or more
of the production process)

Automatic or semi‐automatic methods applied for production
are considered as best practice due to the cost reduction and
the possibility of applying "standards" processes already proved

Are collaborative methods,
understood as contribution with
The collaborative production involves a share of knowledge and
resources or economical, between costs which makes the production more efficient
public or private institutions used?

Is VGI included in the process?

The collection of geospatial data by VGI although doesn´t come
with the quality assurances, has a level of detail and
maintenance regimes that are required to inform major business
or public‑service questions

Is BOTTOM‐UP approach applied
in the creation/update in more
than 3 GRI themes among
administrative units, transport
network, hydrography, elevation,
land cover or settlements?

The Bottom‐up approach with the production with the
maximum scale/resolution, except for Geographical names or
Imagery is considered as a best practice as is consistent with the
INSPIRE principles

GRI‐ geographic reference information
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Production systems

Production scale

Are more than 6 GRI themes
produced with 1:25.000 scale or
higher?

The scale 1:25.000 is a much extended scale used for national or
subnational management. So the limit has been put on this scale
considering as a best practice when more than 6 of the 9 GRI
themes are produced at this scale or higher

More than 3 GRI themes are
update in a continuous way?

Information update at any time would be desirable and we have
considered that 3 GRI themes continuously updated will be a
best practice

The update period is ≤ 5 years for
at least 4 GRI selected themes?

Less than 5 years period for reviewing at least 4 GRI themes will
means a GRI information considerably updated

GRI update

TG2 indicators
Funding structures
Is there any existing public funding
model for acquisition, processing
and dissemination of GI?

Funding origin

Return on
investment

Destination of
funding

Is there any private structured
model for acquisition, processing or
dissemination of GI?
Is there any funding coming from
international sources for GI
production?

Due to high costs needed for producing and managing GI, it is
necessary to share resources and avoid duplicities
Involvement of private sector in production of official GI helps
minimizing costs and broaden scope
Making use of funds available from international organizations
support availability and GI update

Is the percentage of the budget
assigned to manage GI over 0,05%
of the GDP?

It is necessary to have a threshold in terms of total budget
assigned to GI management

Is any model of return on
investment available?

Due to high costs of producing GI, a plan for obtaining a certain
return is necessary

Does the use of GI implies any cost
for citizens?

This may help to recover part of the invested costs in production,
but it also may diminish interest on official GI

Is part of the funding dedicated to
research activities?

Assures adoption of innovations and emerging technologies
related to production and management of GI

Is part of the funding dedicated to
Allows to have available resources for boosting actions for
the development of a local, national
facilitating a SDI initiative and associated elements
or regional SDI?

Dissemination system

Access and
data sharing

Is the NCMA the responsible
authority for disseminating official
GI?
Do other public organizations
participate in the dissemination of
official GI?
Does any type of feedback exist
from the users with respect to the
available GI?

Frame for data Are web services the main channel
sharing
for accessing and consulting GI?

Guarantees a unique source for acquiring official GI
An organized network of agents helps the access and acquisition
of official GI
Allows awareness of real users’ requirements, as well as the
evaluation of the availability and use of GI
Web services are a standardized mean for accessing and
consulting GI
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Is there any geoportal available for
GI exchange?

Eases procurement and sharing of GI, as well as associated
services and products

Do the implemented means for
disseminating GI satisfy user
requirements?

Contributes to the use and exploitation of GI by users and not by
the producers

Is there a mean implemented by
which users know the available IG?

Is important to ensure users of GI are able to find and obtain the
data they require

Is a relationship with the academic
sector maintained for promoting
knowledge and use of GI?
Drive factors
for data
sharing

Allows designing strategies for data sharing, depending on user
types and managed data

Is a relationship with the private
sector and/or NGOs for promoting
knowledge and use of GI?

Is the produced official GI accessible Avoids that data associated costs becomes an obstacle of their
for public access?
sharing and exploitation

Data policy models

Legality

Is there any current legal frame
regulating data acquisition and
processing?

A current national legal framework is important to ensure
compliance

Is there any current legal frame for
data dissemination?

A current national legal framework is important to ensure
compliance

Is there any law promoting the
Frame for data
establishment and maintenance of a
sharing
national SDI?
Is there any restriction in accessing
official GI?
Is there any policy or regulation on
standardize data access and
distribution?
Data use
Is there, or is it planned, any
initiative on open geospatial data?
Is there any policy or strategy
related with GI governance?

Ensures the implementation of a plan for development and
maintenance of a National SDI.
Guarantees legality and property rights of official GI
Drives interoperability of GI and associated processes

Allows all data become re‐usable by everyone at any moment
Favours promotion and development of knowledge and
geographic culture

TG3 indicators
Coordination & Collaboration Among Entities

Representatio
n of Entities

Is the majority of users and
producers of GI represented in
the NIA?
Are non‐government entities (i.e
NGO, Academia, Business Sector,
Community Organizations)
represented in the NIA?

An ideal NIA should have active representation of both users and
producers. This would ensure that the various entities are able to
voice their concerns and work together to achieve common
objectives. For example, the producers can better understand if the
GI they are sharing meets the needs of users; or the users can let
the producers know their requirement before GI is collected.
An ideal NIA should have active representation of both the
government and non‐government entities. Non‐government entities
produce and use GI as well and should be kept engaged through
participation in the NIA.
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Is there an apex decision‐making
body?
Coordination

Having an apex decision‐making body is generally acknowledged to
bring efficiency in the system, especially so when required to
provide direction for the NIA, to coordinate the activities of the NIA
and to resolve any disputes arising. This decision‐making body can
comprise of a single organisation or a committee formed from the
representation of various organisations.

Is the NIA formed by legislation or An ideal NIA should have the mandate to perform its function
by directive/decree of the highest effectively. An NIA formed through such instruments is an indication
political office?
of the importance a country places on GIM

Collaboration

Does the NIA put in place
collaborative mechanisms that
bring together stakeholders to
work together to achieve goals?

Implementing GIM initiatives is a massive task that the NIA has to
achieve. An ideal NIA should have collaborative mechanisms to
bring together various entities to work together to achieve common
goals. The collaborative mechanism can be used to achieve goals
from the following few categories:
‐ strengthening capacity building
‐ resolving data sharing disputes
‐ administering data policies
‐ embarking on research and development
‐ production of GI
‐ creation of GI platforms and tools
‐ provision of GI training and support

Facilitating Infrastructure & Technology

Adoption
Support

Does the NIA provide technical
support for the implementation
of new technology?
Does the NIA offers training to
build up the capabilities in using
GI technology?

Implementing new GI technology may be an overwhelming task for
some entities. Providing technical support, through the NIA, to
resolve initial issues encountered by GI adopters would ease the
transition to new GI technology.
Capacity building is important to equip adopters with the relevant
know‐hows to generate or use GI. Training can be provided
personally by the players in the NIA or can be out‐sourced with the
NIA as the central coordinator.

Does the NIA adopt and
implement a R&D plan?

Having an R&D plan guides the NIA in the areas to build up its
capabilities in and guides it in its investment of strategic
technological projects required to further future GIM initiatives.

Is there R&D collaboration
between the government and
non‐government entities?

The Government usually has weaker expertise in the realm of R&D.
Collaboration with non‐government entities, such as academia and
the business sectors, would allow for the co‐creation of useful
products and services that furthers the cause of the NIA.

Research

Use of GI for Policy & Decision Making

Support

Extent of
Usage

Does the NIA provide tools (i.e
systems, platforms or software)
for government agencies to use
GI for policy and decision making?
Does the NIA extend their
professional expertise to help
government agencies analyse
their GI?
Besides traditional users of GI (i.e
users from the defence,
infrastructure, environmental and
land use planning sectors), do
users of GI come from other
sectors such as the social,
healthcare, economic sectors
(“non‐traditional users”)?

Users of GI often require certain tools to analyse GI to derive
insights. The NIA should provide the necessary tools to encourage
and facilitate the use of GI in policy and decision making.
Analysing GI is a science and not all users have the required skills to
conduct in‐depth analysis on their data. To help government
agencies analyse their data, the NIA should provide expertise to
assist the users achieve their analysis intent.
Traditionally, users of GI are mainly from the defence,
infrastructure, environmental and land use planning sectors.
However, using GI can benefit users from the other sectors as well,
such as the social, healthcare and economic sectors. A successful
NIA should involve users from these sectors.
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Data & Service Standards

Adoption

Does the NIA adopt standards
defined by internationally
recognised organizations?

Internationally recognised organisation that recommends standards
for GI includes Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC), Federal
Geographic Data Committee (FGDC) and International Organisation
for Standardisation (ISO). The adoption of standards recommended
by these organisations assures users of the reliability and quality of
the GI provided.

Compliance

Does the NIA put in place
procedures or frameworks
intended to check on the
compliance to data standards?

The NIA should ensure that the GI produced adhere to the data
standards. The standards document should be published and
regular checks or audits should be conducted on the GI produced by
the NIA.

Service
Standards

Does the NIA implement quality
and service standards?

"The NIA ensure that GI data is delivered with quality and within
stipulated service standards. Service standards are important to
ensure users are able to obtain data promptly and with quality
assured.

Role of VGI
Does the NIA recognise the
impact of VGI?
Usage

Awareness

Does the NIA use VGI?

VGI has an impact on traditional way of generating data and the NIA
should recognise the significance of VGI as an alternative mode of
obtaining geographic information
The NIA should recognise VGI as a valuable source of generating
geographic information and use it to supplement its data collection
efforts.

Does the NIA use VGI for
decision‐making processes?

VGI may provide insights that are valuable to the NIA as these are
content that are generated by users instead of authoritative entities

Are there non‐governmental
users of VGI?

VGI is a valuable source of generating geographic information and
its use should not be confined to just governmental entities.

Are majority of the non‐
governmental entities active
contributors of VGI?

The NIA should involve as many entities as possible in the
generation of VGI to foster an active community for data discovery.
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The work flow for the current stage is shown in the next figure:

REPORT ON BEST PRACTICES NIA WG

CASE STUDIES TG1

External
consultation

CASE STUDIES TG2

CASE STUDIES TG3

Score
based on
indicators

Score
based on
indicators

Score
based on
indicators

Indicators

Indicators

Indicators

Other sources
(ISPRS Status of topographic

Questionnaire

TG1
Production
systems

Questionnaire

Questionnaire

TG2

TG3

Funding structures,
dissemination
systems, data policy
models

Structure in
management
organizations and
role of VGI

Figure 1 Proposed workflow for selecting case studies within NIA WG

2. Index building
In a later stage, with the results based on the previous indicators selected and other considered
elements as socio‐economic indexes, country size, etc., the final index on best practices on NIA will
be developed, aiming to find the link between all elements.
Official socio‐economic parameters and somehow country side must be taken into account since a
single solution model cannot be assumed as representative result for the whole world, as socio‐
economic contexts and resources available in different countries are very diverse. Therefore,
different NIA can be seen as best practices depending on the context of the studied country.
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By following this approach, more appropriate conclusions about the performance of each country’s
NIA can be made, and conclusions per country or by group of countries will be possible to be
obtained. This methodology is explained below in Figure 2.

REPORT ON BEST PRACTICES NIA WG

Sharing and index development
Using ancillary official information such as:



Country area.
Human Development Index (HDI), Inequality-corrected
Human Development Index (IHDI)
ICT Development Index (IDI)



CASE STUDIES TG1

External
consultation

CASE STUDIES TG3

Score
based on
indicators

Score
based on
indicators

Score
based on
indicators

Indicators

Indicators

Indicators

Other sources
(ISPRS Status of topographic

Questionnaire

TG1
Production
systems

Figure 2.

CASE STUDIES TG2

Questionnaire

Questionnaire

TG2

TG3

Funding structures,
dissemination
systems, data policy
models

Structure in
management
organizations and
role of VGI

Proposed workflow for developing an index for best practices in NIA
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N
UN‐GGIM NIA
Working Grroup on Tren
nds in Nation
nal Institutio
onal Arrange
ements

Annexx II
Extern
nal Acknow
wledged Entities
E
Co
onsulted
One of tthe activitiess done underr this framew
work has beeen the consultation of acknowledged experts.
The NIA
A WG sought feedback from exxternal acknowledged entities ab
bout the envisaged
methodology, and also any co
omment and
d/or suggesstions. This has helped to adopt the
t
best
approacch and obtain the mostt representaative results in the conttext of UN‐GGIM. Thee entities
consulteed were 11 in
nternational external ackknowledged entities, as listed below
w, with ackno
owledged
prestigee within the geographical information world. Theey have been consulted about the suitability
of the m
methodology to the aims proposed an
nd the possib
bility of conssidering the use
u of other ancillary
data in tthe process.
1. Eurostat
2. Joint Researrch Centre
3. EUROSDR
4. UN‐GGIM Exxpert Group on Land Adm
ministration and Manageement
5. UN‐GGIM Eu
urope Working Group‐A
6. EuroGeographics
7. Carleton University
8. Commonwe
ealth Scientiffic and Industtrial Researcch Organisatiion (CSIRO)
9. UN‐GGIM Eu
urope Working Group ‐B
10. Hannover University
11. UN‐GGIM Working
W
Grou
up on Global Fundamentaal Data Them
mes2
12. UNECA
13. Pan Americaan Institute of
o Geographyy and Historyy (PAIGH)
14. GeoSur

A WG obtaineed responsess from 10 off the 14 orgaanizations en
nquired, and
d their comm
ments are
The NIA
summarrized in the following pagges.

Eurostaat
1. Suggests to
o consider in NIA activvities the in
nstitutional arrangemen
a
ts of the European
E
Statistical Syystem (ESS), with the ESSS Code of Prractice and the EC Regulaation 223/20
009 at its
apex, which covers aspeects such as governancee, quality maanagement, statistics
s
as free and
hitecture.
open data, a supranational legal arch
2. Proposes as possible casse studies th
he Global staatistical geosspatial frameework definiing areas
A
(NMCAs) and National
for cooperation betweeen National Mapping Caartographic Agencies
GIM and GEOSTAT 2 un
nder the leaadership of Statistics
Statistic Insttitutes (NSIss) under GG
Sweden.
3. States to con
nsider Big Daata as an imp
portant area for institutio
onal arrange
ements.
2

The Seccretariat of UN
N‐GGIM: Euro
ope acts as thee permanent secretariat
s
to the Working Group
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EuroGeographics
1. Considers appropriate the proposed methodology and the phase of data collection.
2. Remarks the importance of having EuroGeographics members involved (European national
mapping, cadastral and land registration authorities) and those with first‐hand experience of
the issues.
3. Considers fundamental to take into account ancillary data that will allow to analyze different
NIA in different situations.
4. Suggests the reinforcement of some points.

UN‐GGIM Expert Group on Land Administration and Management
1. Suggests the clarification of the themes intended to compare: institutions involved in GI
management and/or the processes within the involved national GI organizations.
2. Asks for an explanation of the goals to be achieved with this overview of best practices.
3. Considers important to take into account not only the production but also the use,
measurement and monitoring of geo‐information.
4. Asks about the prevision of updating regularly the indexes obtained in the process.
5. Suggests to consult if the indicators used are still valid before defining case studies, as the
survey has been conducted more than a year ago.
6. Proposes a benchmark approach between organisations/businesses, as a more useful and
tangible approach rather than an overall one on a GI architecture for society at large.

UN‐GGIM Europe Working Group‐A
1. Notes that indicators reflect the practices more frequent but additional indicators,
quantitative and not boolean, would be needed to know whether these frequent practices
are good.
2. Regarding effectiveness, suggests measuring how much the production process achieves its
objectives. The indicators are considered appropriate although some refinement may be
necessary.
3. Regarding efficiency, suggests to measure the ratio between the efforts and the results. How
the production process is organized is not good or bad in itself but it has to fit with the
context.
4. Considers the proposed indicators applicable for developed countries but not so much for
developing countries.

Carleton University
1. Considers ancillary data absolutely essential for understanding of best practices and must be
considered.
2. Remarks the strong focus on technical aspects of GI management, considering that good
management is often as much an art as a science and the best technical solution would be
different depending of the available resources.
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UN‐GGIM Europe Working Group‐B
1. Comments about some indicators:


“Is VGI included in the process?” considers necessary to know not only if it is part of the
process but how VGI is managed in what kind of processes.



For the indicator “Are collaborative methods, understood as contribution […]?” asks if
the concept is analyzed on all public administrative levels (federal, regional,
municipality) and if the collaborative methods may differ in terms of share of
knowledge, costs and efficiency if the public administration is a federal one or a
municipality.



For the indicator “Are more than 6 GRI themes produced with 1:25.000 scale or higher?”
asks if the amount of GRI themes will be/should be increased .

2. Asks if the final index on best practices will become a guidance (document) for institutions
(mainly NMCAs) to follow and how could it be used for a global monitoring and by whom.
3. Requests the proposals for indicators for TG1, TG2 and TG3 for a good evaluation of the final
index development.

Hannover University
1. Remarks the scale problem as the NMA´s working at large scales are the ones having a large
number of staff, which they could justify by including cadastral data into the fundamental
data. Countries with only graduate programs were not able to build up the required staff
numbers.
2. Has contributed putting together the budget and staff numbers per squared km from their
UNGGIM‐ISPRS Topo Mapping Study.

UN‐GGIM WG FDS
1. Remarks the different focus that this NIA WG would have if in the country already exists a
NMA that will be how to improve existing structures instead of create national geospatial
entities.
2. Asks about the way of analysing Geospatial Information Management organizations all
around the world by NIA WG, as there have been discussions at UN‐GGIM meeting about
not resending a questionnaire and this has been the approach adopted in the end.
3. Is pleased to see that the work of this NIA WG not interfere with the work of UNGGIM WG
Data Themes.
4. Wonders about the result of this analysis due to the low response rate of the questionnaire,
as it has not been resent.
5. Suggests the use of the Country Reports page of the UN‐GGIM Knowledge Base
(http://ggim.un.org/country%20reports.html) as the starting point to avoid duplication of
efforts and resources as Member States are going to be proposed as case studies.
6. Proposes caution on basing a justification on data that has been collected for a different,
although similar purpose.
7. Wonders about the link between the three TG about the information requested to the MS.
8. Asks about the way of including socio‐economic factors and for the relevance of linking them
to country size.
9. Considers that, although the practical workflow seems logical, given the number of missing
respondents and lack of representative sample from Regions, it would be necessaire to
13

increase the response rate before drawing an accurate conclusion from the proposed
methodology.
10. Considers that there is a risk of missing key indicators, as they have been set from data
previously collected.

United Nations Economic Commission for Africa
1. The information contained in the report Fundamental Geospatial Datasets in Africa (A.
Nonguierma, 2015) has been taken into account for the methodology and selection of
countries in Africa.

Pan‐American Institute of Geography and History (PAIGH)
1. Comments to indicators:


For the indicator “Are the methods applied for creation/update automatic or semi‐
automatic?” considers that is a highly biased indicator as it presumes that there exist
production methods, or even production activity.



For the indicator “Are collaborative methods, understood as contribution with resources
or economical, between public or private institutions used?” considers that it should be
distinguished between cooperation with other public sector institutions, cooperation
with private companies and cooperation with individuals (or NGOs).



For the indicator “Is BOTTOM‐UP approach applied in the creation/update in more than
[…]” expresses insecurity about the meaning of the term BOTTOM UP for the intended
audience



For the indicator “Are more than 6 GRI themes produced with 1:25.000 scale or higher?”
considers that country size must be take into account.



For the indicator “The update period is ≤ 5 years for at least 4 GRI selected themes?”
remarks the importance of the period of 10 years due to it can be linked to census data
cycles.

2. About the overall methodology expresses its fear with having only “politically correct”
answers. Also that available funding is the key so suggests requesting the gross budget
available to produce geographic information (maybe discriminated per institution) and later
an indicator could be build using the country size, or other indicator showing in practice the
commitment to achieve results.
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Annex
x III
Prelim
minary Find
dings on the
t Typolo
ogy of NIA
A Organizaational Structures
Foreworrd:
This doccument summarises the preliminaryy findings of the third Taask Group off the Workin
ng Group
on Natio
onal Institutiional Arrangements (NIA
A) governing geospatial information managemen
nt, within
the United Nationss Committeee of Expertss on Global Geospatial Information
n Managemeent (UN‐
GGIM). The Task Grroup’s objecctive is to identify best practices in the organisational strucctures of
ures (NSDI).
nationall spatial dataa infrastructu
ology:
Literature Review and Methodo
dings are bassed on existin
ng literature, survey resp
ponses, and additional desktop reseaarch. The
The find
initial w
work focused on a review
w of the literrature for an
n understand
ding of the various
v
components,
function
ns, and proceesses, which shape the developments and trendss of NIA. The perspectives around
data pro
oduction and
d use, governance, as well
w as adop
ption of tech
hnology, havve been observed to
evolve o
over the pastt two decadees (Masser, 1999;
1
Masser, 2005). Soccial and econ
nomic develo
opments,
such as the emergeence of the World Widee Web, the advancemen
nt of GPS and GIS, redu
uction in
nd increased availability of geospatiaal informatio
on, have tran
nsformed bo
oth policy
production costs, an
plementation
n structures of NSDIs (R
Rajabifard ett al., 2006). Different NSDIs have organised
o
and imp
their fun
nctions differrently as a reesult.
Dessers et al. (2011) provide useful conceptts for compaaring the divverse organissational strucctures of
r
1) function‐
f
NSDIs. TThe followingg typology caan be adapteed and applied to the neeeds of this research:
based, 2
2) process‐based, and 3) hybrid. Thee first type refers to NSSDIs with thee separation
n of their
coordinaation functio
ons from their operationaal ones, as well
w as the seeparation of different opeerational
function
ns into distiinct units. The
T
second type referrs to NSDIs with the integration of their
coordinaation and op
perational fu
unctions, as well
w as the integration of
o different operational
o
f
functions
across vvarious unitss. The third type refers to NSDIs th
hat display combination
c
ns of both tyypes. An
attemptt was then made
m
to cateegorise NSDIs accordingly, using the
e responses of 51 counttries to a
survey cconducted in 2015, and additional
a
deesktop researrch.
Findingss & Observattions:
No trend in regional distribution
n across thee categories has been ob
bserved. Cou
untries that could be
recognissed to have well‐established NSDIs are also sprread evenly across the categories. TThe lead
entities of the NSDIs include national map
pping agenciees, geospatial agencies, land admin
nistration
nistries3, and multi‐stakeholder stteering com
mmittees. In several
authoritties, ICT aggencies, min
instancees, lead agen
ncies or min
nistries have been obserrved to be supported
s
byy subordinatte multi‐
stakeholder steeringg committeees and/or advvisory counccils. Yet, in otthers, these lead entitiess employ
mplementatio
on of NSDI operations.
o
This
T
implem
mentation
executivve committeees to coordinate the im
could bee carried ou
ut in vertical policy domains, techniccal working groups, or networks
n
of working
groups, service provviders and data
d
produceers. A summ
mary of the NSDIs’ classiification and
d specific
e
classificcation can be
e found in An
nnex III‐A.
examplees based on each
3

Ministriies often lead NSDIs througgh a subordinaate office or steering
s
comm
mittee. Their portfolios
p
inclu
ude
Planning and Budget; Environment;; Defence; Lan
nd, Infrastructture, and Tran
nsport; and Aggriculture.
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There does not appear to be a single solution model on how best to structure a NIA. Various
countries appear to be able to achieve effectiveness in their GIM initiative despite having organised
themselves differently. As no single organisational structure fits all NIA, the report’s findings are
meant to be a framework for comparison at best, and other factors should be examined for a more
holistic assessment. The findings from the other Task Groups will provide useful material in this
regard.

ANNEX III‐A
Type of Organisational Structure*

With Private Sector,
Academia Representation

Without Private Sector,
Academia
Representation
Colombia; El Salvador;
Ethiopia

Australia; Germany; USA

Singapore

1. Function‐based control and
production structures
2. Process‐based control and
production structures
3. Hybrid structures
a) Function‐based control
structure, hybrid production
structure
b) Process‐based control
structure, hybrid production
structure
c) Hybrid control structure,
process‐based production
structure
d) Hybrid control structure,
hybrid production structure
e) Hybrid control structure,
function‐based production
structure

Panama

Spain; UK

Italy; Qatar

Bhutan; Canada; Denmark;
Norway
China; Finland; Jamaica;
Japan; Romania; South
Africa; The Netherlands
Abu Dhabi; Argentina;
Bahamas; Brazil; Burundi;
France; Georgia; Korea;
Latvia; Mexico; Nigeria;
Palestine; Slovakia;
Sweden; Turkey

Greece; Uruguay

Bahrain; Chile; Namibia;
Philippines

Table 1 Categorisation of Countries’ NSDI’s according to the proposed typology of organisational
structures. This is not definitive and is subject to verification by the countries

*Control structures are the architecture of strategic (i.e. coordination and regulation) functions,
while production structures are that of operational (i.e. productive, preparative, and support) ones.
In function‐based structures, these functions are concentrated in separate organisational units;
whereas in process‐based structures, they are integrated within the same units. Function‐based
control structures reflect centralised management systems, whereby strategic functions are
separated from operational ones; while function‐based production structures reflect the division of
various functions of geospatial information production amongst distinct units. Process‐based control
structures reflect decentralised management systems, whereby the strategic and operational
functions are integrated; while process‐based production structures reflect the integration of
various functions of geospatial information production across various units (Dessers et al., 2011).
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Examplle 1 ‐ Functiion‐based control
c
and production
n structuress

Figure 1 Organisational Structuree of the Ethiopian Mapping Agency.

ping Agency (EMA) leadss Ethiopia’s NSDI, and iss observed to
t have a centralised
The Ethiopian Mapp
nd function with a hieraarchical repo
orting system
m, with the implementaation of tasks carried
comman
out by directorates
d
in
i charge of distinct funcctions
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Examplle 2 ‐ Processs‐based co
ontrol and production
p
structures

Figure 2 Organisational Structuree of USA’s NSDI
ographic Data Committee (FGDC), which
w
is a nettworked,
USA’s NSDI is goverrned by the Federal Geo
collaborrative framew
work spanning all sectorrs and levelss of governm
ment. Nested
d sets of groups with
intertwining functions are preseent througho
out the FGDC
C. Specificallyy, its strateggic functions are held
by the FFGDC Steerin
ng Committeee, Executive Committee, National Geospatial Advisory
A
Com
mmittee,
and Office of the Seccretariat. These establish
h policy and provide direection for thee FGDC.
d, the operrational funcctions are led by the FGDC Coord
dination Gro
oup and
On the other hand
implemeented by the
ematic subco
ommittees and
a cross‐cuttting working groups. Bo
oth the strattegic and
operatio
onal function
ns are obserrved to be in
ntegrated in
n the form of
o overlappin
ng representtation by
agenciess in multiple groups. For example, eaach thematicc subcommittee and worrking group iss chaired
by a fed
deral agency,, which also has a repressentative in the Steeringg Committee
e. Similarly, the
t FGDC
Coordination Group
p is represented by federral agencies in the Steerring Committee, workingg groups,
and theematic subco
ommittees. The
T latter tw
wo are obseerved to draaw their me
embership from one
another too. For exxample, eacch FGDC sub
bcommittee,, working group, and member
m
ageency is a
memberr of the Standards Worrking Group.. The cross‐cutting relattionship of these bodiees breaks
down o
organisationaal lines wheen joining up
u separatee functions needed forr the produ
uction of
geograp
phic informattion.
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Examplle 3 ‐ Functiion‐based control
c
stru
ucture, hybrrid production structure

Figure 3 Organisational Structuree of Panamaa’s NSDI

DE) is led by
b the Natio
onal Councill on Lands, where its strategic fun
nction is
Panama’s NSDI (IPD
nter‐Institutional Technical Committtee, which operates
concenttrated, and implementeed by the In
through five distincct componeents. Namelyy, these aree legal fram
mework and policies, geeospatial
informattion, standards, technolo
ogy, and insttitutional strrengthening,, and they haave work gro
oups and
sub‐worrk groups. The
T
compon
nents have members th
hat are observed to bee part of th
he Inter‐
Institutio
onal Techniccal Committeee too, and thus
t
both bo
odies are inttertwined wiith each otheer within
the prod
duction struccture.
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Examp
ple 4 - Proce
ess-based control strructure, hy
ybrid produ
uction struc
cture

Figure 4 Organisational Structuree of Spain’s NSDI
N

N
Geo
ographic Higgh Council (C
CSG), and co
omprises
Spain’s NSDI (IDEE) is coordinatted by the National
represen
ntatives from
m the natio
onal, regionaal and local levels of government. Under the CSG are
specialissed commisssions commiitted to carrrying out tecchnical dutiees in distinct areas. An executive
e
board (C
CODIIGE) also leads vario
ous technicaal working grroups for daata and serviices implemeentation,
such as metadata an
nd cataloguee; monitoringg and reportiing; and arch
hitecture, staandards and network
services. CODIIGE an
nd the CSG are observed to be inteertwined as the
t former includes mem
mbers of
specialissed commisssions under the
t latter, as well as mem
mbers from all
a three leveels of government.
One of these speciaalised comm
missions focu
uses on NSD
DI‐wide proggrammes and
d reports directly to
CODIIGEE too. The Sp
pecialised Co
ommission on
o SDI operaates through a Working Group
G
IDEE, which is
made up
p of expertss from the CSG
C who are geographic data producers, academ
mics, and co
ompanies
dealing with
w cataloggue and data services. On
n the other hand,
h
the tecchnical workiing groups have their
own coo
ordinating dyynamics and
d often conveerge with the specialised
d commissio
ons. For exam
mple, the
Specialissed Commisssion for Geographic Nam
mes is the maain coordinatting mechan
nism for the technical
t
workingg group for Geographic
G
N
Names.
Hencce, processess are observed to integraate the strattegic and
operatio
onal functions, as well as the varrious operattional functions that reemain distinct along
organisaational lines at the same time.
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Example 5 ‐ Hybrid control structure, process‐based production structure
Bhutan’s NSDI is led by a single national mapping agency, the National Land Commission Secretariat,
and its subordinate Center for Geographic Information System (CGIS). The CGIS coordinates the NSDI
through the inter‐agency Government Data Steering Committee (GDSC) that provides overall
leadership and direction. Under the GDSC is a Working Committee (WC) which oversees and
approves specific programmes and policies, as well as facilitate data sharing among agencies. The
WC coordinates the Geospatial Data Management Work Group (GDMWG), Geospatial Technology
Adoption Work Group (GTAWG), and Geospatial Project Teams, which are in charge of data
management activities, technology innovations for geospatial applications and services, and ad hoc
initiatives, respectively. These work groups are observed to provide broad scopes for government
agencies to form collaborative networks for implementing specific initiatives.

Example 6 ‐ Hybrid control structure, hybrid production structure
The NSDI of the Netherlands is led by the Ministry of Infrastructure and the Environment through
the GI Council, which comprises all ministries and agencies involved in the NSDI. Separately, the
Ministry funds Geonovum, an inter‐agency organisation committed to increasing the accessibility of
geospatial information, to implement data management activities, including standards, metadata,
and network services. The Ministry, however, also heads a system of key geo‐registers for
maintaining datasets and services, such as cadastral, topographical, and addresses and buildings.
Their tasks are distributed among different municipalities and the national mapping agency
Kadaster. Hence, the production structure is observed to have both function‐ and process‐based
division of labour.
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Example 7 ‐ Hybrid control structure, function‐based production structure

Figure 5 Organisational Structure of Mexico’s NSDI

Mexico’s NSDI consists of a lead agency, the National Institute of Statistics and Geography (INEGI), a
National Advisory Council, and four National Information Subsystems. While INEGI is a distinct lead
agency, the National Advisory Council supports it in its coordination function through a network of
high‐level representatives of all federal agencies, States, the Central Bank, the legislative and judicial
branches, as well as the private sector. Hence, the strategic and operational functions are observed
to be integrated at the same time as they are divided into independent organisational units.
The operational function, on the other hand, is divided among four National Information
Subsystems. Each of them is in charge of a policy domain; namely Society and Demographics,
Economics, Geography and the Environment, and Government, Public Security, and Justice. These
Subsystems consist of State Units, which are administrative areas with the authority to develop
statistical and geographic activities, such as federal agencies, states and municipalities, and the
legislative and judicial branches. Each Subsystem is led by an executive committee, and contains
several specialised technical committees focused on specific areas. For example, the Geographic and
Environmental Subsystem consists of the Water, Atmosphere and Climate, as well as Land Use,
Vegetation and Forest Resources specialised technical committees. The Subsystems are observed to
represent vertical, hierarchical structures with few horizontal processes for inter‐Subsystem
coordination. This demonstrates a clear function‐based production structure.
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